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(Verse 1):
See you wonder and some may ask questions why
Can it be true, what they say you doing every night?
I say yes, 'casue only I can do it right
I know what I need, I know what I like

(Breakdown):
I mean no one else was there
No one could do it better
I'd be my own biggest fan
My worst critic ever
And if I need some convincing
Then I just run it again
No need to give me a rating
I know I'm a ten (she's a ten)

(Chorus):
Set the stage, turn down the lights
You could watch, but it's for me tonight
'Cause I feel myself, yeah I feel myself
Because I love myself, yeah I love myself yeah
Doesn't matter who else is in the room
(I'm so fly wit it) I know I'm fly when I do what I do
You know I feel myself, yeah I feel myself
Because I love myself, yeah I love myself
no one could do it better

(Verse 2):
See you watchin, like I know somethin they don't know

How I just smile and my lights show
I got a little bitty secret, I keep it on the low
I give myself a hand, 'cause people they come and go

(Breakdown):
I mean when no one else was there
No one could do it better
I'd be my own biggest fan
My worst critic ever
And if I need some convincing
Then I just run it again
No need to give me a rating
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I know I'm a ten (I'm a ten)

(Chorus)

(Bridge):
Mirror, mirror on the wall
Today I'm not sure, today I'm not sure
Tell me something good enough than ooohh
Something I don't know, something I don't know
Never mind (never mind), it's all opinion (it's all
opinion)
You got yours (you got yours) , mine is my business
Got me standing around, waiting for someone else
To give me something I give myself
Oh no, I got better things in mind
Go head and set the stage up

(Chorus)
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